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Introduction
Singing teachers use a huge variety of terms to describe the singing voice based on their 
personal experience and training, type of genre that they teach and whether they teach 
using a specific pedagogic method. 

One such pedagogic 
method is the Complete 
Vocal Technique (CVT) which 
was developed to improve 
communication between 
trained CVT teachers and 
their students. It’s particular 
advantages are that it can be 
used for teaching any style of music and uses defined terminology to allow the voice to 
be constructed in any way to produce any sound the singer wishes in a healthy manner.

In spite of its widespread use in Northern Europe there has until now been no formal 
assessment of its application to analyse song samples from different genres of music.

Aim
The aim of this study was to ask trained CVT singing teachers to assess 11 short sound 
samples of different contemporary and classical song styles and to assess the group 
rater agreement for the vocal mode, sound colour and vocal effect each sound sample 
and overall for the test compared to the assessment of an expert panel.

Methods
51 singing teachers with 
a median of 6.5yrs (range 
2-25yrs) teaching experience 
were asked to listen to 11 
short sound samples of 
different contemporary and 
classical songs (fig 1). They 
were asked to write down 
the words and terms they would use to characterise the singing. If they heard more than 
one thing they were asked to write it down on a lyric time line clearly indicating the start 

and finish of the characteristic (fig 2).

The results for vocal mode, sound colour 
and vocal effect were compared to those 
agreed by consensus of an expert panel 
of CVT teachers.

Reference: What Descriptors Do Singing Teachers Use to Describe Sound Examples? 
McGlashan JA, Sayles M, Kjelin H, Sadolin C. Oral Presentation PEVOC 2013, Prague, Czech Republic.

Conclusions
• Strict criteria of absolute agreement with the experts was applied even though some 

participants indicated a sound which may have  been partly correct e.g. ‘Curb –like’ for 
Curbing.

• Some of the sound examples were short and challenging to the listeners.
• There is a high degree (75%) of  agreement between CVT trained teachers in mode 

recognition across a range of musical genres.
• The results for sound colour agreement were poor partly due to the teachers using the 

binary options of dark or light sound colour rather than stating when the colour was 
a medium sound colour as indicated by the experts. In addition it is possible that the 
sound colour may not always have been recorded if it was a medium level.

• There was also good agreement with the experts when a primary vocal effect (57.8%) 
was present. 

• The results imply that a systematic approach was used by the CVT trained teachers in 
analysing the voice samples 

fig 1

Complete Vocal Technique (CVT)
The  technique is underpinned by 4 vocal modes which 
can be viewed as ‘gears of the voice’ each with their own 
rules of production and  sound characteristic.  

Once the mode is established the sound colour can be 
varied with dark generally being associated with more 
classical voice sounds and light with more rhythmical 
music. Vocal effects such as vibrato or intentional 
distortion can then be added. 

fig 2

Results: 
Media (range) Percentage agreement of 51 CVT trained singing teachers with Expert panel

Example of variation of descriptor by mode for a sound sample.
 (C= curbing, OD= Overdrive, Dis=Distortion, Vib= Vibrato).


